2010 Articles Summary

- Leaving virtualization.info and cloudcomputing.info: A message from Alessandro Perilli
- VMware plans to deploy security inside ESX in 2011
- Paper: Configuration Examples and Troubleshooting for VMDirectPath
- GTK client for SPICE 0.3 released
- Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 4.0
- VMware VP joins Rapid 7 board of directors
- Microsoft releases Server App-V first build
- Login Virtual Session Indexer 3.0 is now available
- Release: OpenVZ for Linux kernel 3.0.25
- Tech: Oracle RAC Performance on vSphere 4.1
- Tech: Performance Scaling of an Entry-Level Cluster
- SPICE protocol reaches version 0.7.1.
- Lanamark: Sensitive data at risk with Quest VDI assessment – UPDATED
- Symantec is developing a VMware vCenter plug-in for Backup Exec 2010
- Tech: Tuning Windows 7 for VDI with Group Policy
- Release: Citrix XenServer 5.6 Feature Pack 1
- Quest signs an OEM agreement with Liquidware Labs – UPDATED
- VKernel releases study on virtual infrastructure management
- Tech: Mobile management apps for virtualization professionals
- Release: Quest vWorkspace 7.2
- Book: VMware vSphere 4.1 HA and DRS Technical deepdive
- Release: Unidesk Corporation Unidesk 1.2
- Release: Trilead VM Explorer 3.0.018
- Paper: Reference architecture for Oracle VM Blade Cluster Configurations
- VMware to release new APIs for storage?
- Paper: Citrix XenServer 5.6 ESG Lab Validation Report
- Tech: VMware Load-Based Teaming Performance
- VMware loses its Vice President of Product Management
- Paper: VMware High Availability: Deployment Best Practices
- Veeam offers free licenses for VMware vExperts, VCPs and VCIs
- Release: Liquidware Labs ProfileUnity 4.7
- Release: PHD Virtual Backup 5.1
- Virtual Computer hires new SVP of Worldwide Sales
- Citrix exec to chair Open Kernel Labs Board of Directors
- Liquidware Labs hires new Vice President of Sales
- Tech: Performance and Use Cases of VMware DirectPath I/O for Networking
- Release: Citrix XenDesktop 5
- Gartner: x86 Server Virtualization responsible for rising server prices
- Veeam receives U.S. Army Certificate of Networthiness
- Release: MokaFive Suite 3.0
- Symantec makes its Endpoint Security more VDI friendly, sort of...
- Microsoft SCVMM 2008 R2 SP1 reaches Release Candidate status
Citrix more explicit than ever about its partnership with Microsoft
Oracle relaxes (not) support for VMware, Gartner still unsatisfied
Microsoft addresses VMware best practices to virtualize Exchange
Tech: Microsoft RemoteFX architecture and features
Release: HyTrust Appliance 2.1
Microsoft to cut VDA license by 50% ? – UPDATED
Paper: Reference architecture for PCI in the cloud from VMware, Cisco, HyTrust, Savvis and Coalfire
Release: Microsoft System Center Virtual Machine Manager Self-Service Portal 2.0
Training: Architecting the VMware Cloud
Microsoft promises a 40% increase in VM density with Hyper-V R2 SP1
Citrix previews a Virtual Machine Performance Utility for XenServer
Nicira gets ready to launch, hires from VMware, Cisco, Google, Yahoo!
Paper: Performance Best Practices for VMware vSphere 4.1
Pancetera announces OEM Partnership with i365
Microsoft MED-V 2.0 public beta refreshed.
Release: Microsoft P2V Migration for Software Assurance
Is VMware planning to support Hyper-V and Xen?
Hyper-V Linux Integration Services now (unofficially) available as Debian package
Trilead VM Explorer 3.0 hits Release Candidate status
Paper: Microsoft Exchange 2010 on VMware vSphere Best Practices Guide
Hyper9 loses its Vice President of Outbound Marketing
Virtual Bridges hires new VP of Service Provider Business Strategy
Tech: Deploying Microsoft RemoteFX on a Single Remote Desktop Virtualization Host Server
Zenoss releases ZenPack for VMware esxtop
VMware vSphere 4.0 receives Common Criteria EAL4+ Certification
virtualization.info Rent-A-Lab becomes Datacenter on Demand
Paper: Citrix-Cisco-NetApp Validated Design Guides
Free Book: Understanding Microsoft Virtualization Solutions
Release: InstallFree Bridge 2.1
VMware drops support for Windows NT and 2000 in vCenter Converter
How vStorage APIs for Array Integration improve VMware virtual infrastructure performance
VMware answers to Gartner on HDX vs PCoIP
Microsoft includes Dynamic Memory in Windows Server 2008 R2 SP1 Web and Standard editions
HyTrust partners with RSA
Paper: Virtualizing Business Critical Applications with Confidence
Hyper9 hires new CMO and VP of Worldwide Sales
Citrix announces Q3 2010 earnings
Citrix HDX better than VMware PCoIP over WAN says Gartner
Veeam partners with NetEx to include HyperIP in Backup & Replicator
VMware releases Product Interoperability Matrix
Release: Veeam Backup & Replication 5.0
Hyper-V is underperforming says Gartner
VMware announces Q3 2010 earnings, expects a difficult 2011
VMware starts Go Pro beta program
Paper: Dell Virtual Remote Desktop Reference Architecture
Microsoft updates Live Debugging tool to debug Virtual Machines from a Hyper-V host
Quest releases vWorkspace 7.2 beta 2
Virtual Computer inks two-phases alliance with Sophos for secure client hypervisors
SPICE protocol reaches version 0.6.3, introduces copy & paste support
McAfee releases MOVE antivirus, optimized for XenDesktop
VMware CEO just ruled out Novell’s acquisition? – UPDATED

Citrix and Open Kernel Labs working on Windows virtualization for smartphones

Quest releases vRanger 5.0 beta 2

Paper: Reference architecture for XenDesktop with vSphere and EMC Celerra Unified Storage

Ceedo seeks new traction through security

Stratus Technologies extends ftServer support to Hyper-V for 99.999% uptime

XenClient to support NVIDIA GPUs in H1 2011

VMware shows vCenter, View and vCloud Request Manager iPad clients

Release: Convirture ConVirt 2.0.1 Enterprise Edition

Release: VMware Workstation 7.1.2/Player 3.1.2/ACE 2.7.2.

VMware gets its third CTO – UPDATED

VMware releases first beta of its vCloud SDK for PHP

Release: VMware AppSpeed 1.5

Release: eG Innovations VDI Monitor 1.0

Tech: Migrating a XenDesktop environment from VMware to Hyper-V

Microsoft opens the MED-V 2.0 beta program

Additional details about XenServer 5.6 FP1 emerge

Designing Scalable XenDesktop Farms Q&A

Release: VMTurbo Planner 1.0 and Watchdog 1.0

Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 3.2.10

Live from VMworld Europe 2010: Day 1

Release: Pano Logic System version 3.5

Release: Veeam Monitor 5.0

Citrix previews XenDesktop 5.0, release planned for Q4 2010

KVM Forum 2010 videos available online

AppZero hires new Chief Technology Officer

VMware VIX Java Toolkit version 1.0

Desktop hires new VP of Marketing and VP of Sales

Citrix hires another Director away from VMware

Paper: vSphere PowerCLI Administration Guide

Paper: Deploying Windows 7 Virtual Desktops with VMware View

Paper: Performance Optimization for Windows XP for the VDI

SPICE remote desktop protocol hits version 0.6.1

VMware hires its new ANZ Director for Partner Organizations

Mark Stirling joins AppZero’s Board of Directors

Citrix releases first beta of XenServer 5.6 FP1, distributed virtual switching included

Release: Citrix XenClient 1.0

Benchmark: Project Virtual Reality Check Phase III

Citrix hires VMware Global Alliance Director as Senior Director

Lanamark releases a Terminal Services Analysis Pack for its Suite 2010

Microsoft and LG partner on VDI, Desktop-as-a-Service cloud computing? – UPDATED

Intel Hybrid Cloud platform early units adopt XenServer in place of Hyper-V

Fedora 14 beta 1 features the Red Hat SPICE protocol

Virtual Computer hires Stratus Lead Architect as Chief Scientist

Paper: VMware Network I/O Control, Architecture, Performance and Best Practices

Release: VMware vCenter Configuration Manager version 5.3

Microsoft P2V Migration for Software Assurance reaches Beta 2

Only 25% of all server workloads will be in a VM by year-end 2010 says Gartner

SAP is now certified to run on XenServer

Release: Microsoft Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 3.0 – Updated
Release: Kaviza VDI-in-a-box 3.1

Citrix expects 18-20% virtualization market share

Paper: Operational Efficiency – Hyper-V versus VMware ESX & vSphere Operations & Management Cost Analysis

Paper: Gartner Hype Cycle for Virtualization – 2010

Paper: The Top 20 VMware Performance Metrics You Should Care About

Paper: Application virtualization solutions comparison of Endeavors, Citrix, InstallFree, Microsoft, Spoon, Symantec and VMware

Veeam gives away free book about VMware data protection

Release: Oracle VM for SPARC 2.0 (formerly Sun Logical Domains)

VMware releases a new tool on its Labs: Auto Deploy 1.0

Parallels hires hosting business executive away from Microsoft

Citrix loses its Xen.org Community Manager

MTI hires View Business Development Manager away from VMware

VMware hires SVP of RSA Products as new head of End-User Computing business unit

Quest hires a new Sales Director for Virtualization in EMEA

Desktope replaces its CEO

RingCube adds Sitel EVP of Global Sales and Marketing to its advisory board

VMware in talks to buy Novell (or a part of it): Implications

Is VMware about to phase out Lab Manager? – UPDATED

Release: Pancetera Unite 1.2.1

Red Hat SPICE protocol reaches version 0.6.0

VMworld 2010 hands-on labs show great interest in VDI and cloud computing

XenServer 5.6 and XenDesktop 4.0 achieve Common Criteria EAL2 certification – UPDATED

VMware CVP and MVP projects alive and (almost) well

Novell may have closed a two-part sale deal

XenClient gets key new features before GA release

VMware working on a new Storage Tester application

VMware to release the beta of a vCenter Client for iPad next month

OVF 1.1 becomes an ANSI standard

Citrix, VMware ranked among top updaters for Linux kernel 2.6.34

ARM announces Cortex-A15 CPU, support for virtualization included

Red Bend Software acquires VirtualLogix

AppZero announces recapitalization and a new chairman

Citrix to introduce support for SR-IOV in Open vSwitch – UPDATED

Citrix and Cisco to ship XenDesktop with UCS, NetApp will provide the storage

VMware acquires Integrien and TriCipher

Burton Group declares VMware View 4.5 enterprise-ready

Microsoft launches the beta of a new P2V migration tool

Release: Parallels Desktop 6.0 – UPDATED

Release: VMware vCenter Application Discover Manager 6.1

Release: Virsto Software One 1.2

Release: Citrix Workflow Studio 2.5

Release: VMware View 4.5

Release: Novell SUSE Linux Enterprise Server for VMware

Release: VMware ThinApp 4.6

Release: VMware vShield Endpoint 1.0

Release: VMware vShield App 1.0

Release: VMware vShield Edge 1.0

Release: Proxmox Server Solutions Proxmox VE 1.6

Release: Xen 4.0.1

Release: Veeam ONE 1.0
Release: Quest vFoglight Storage 1.0
Release: VKernel Capacity Management Suite 2.0
Release: Virtual Computer NxTop 3.0
Release: VMvTurbo Monitor 1.0 and Host Reporter 1.0
Release: Embotics V-Commander 3.6
Release: RingCube vDesk 3.1
Release: PHD Virtual Backup for Citrix XenServer 1.0
Neverfail renews its OEM license with VMware, releases vAppHA update
Release: Spoon Virtual Application Studio 2011
Release: SolarWinds VM Console 1.0
Parallels quietly releases Desktop 6 – UPDATED
Intel acquires Neocleus – UPDATED
Live from VMworld 2010: Day 4
Live from VMworld 2010: Day 2
Citrix XenClient 1.0 to be available at the end of September – UPDATED
Citrix acquires VMLogix
Symantec announces ApplicationHA and VirtualStore for VMware virtual infrastructures
CA extends IT Client Manager support to ESX, Solaris Containers, App-V and ThinApp
Veeam releases free version of Reporter 4.0
Vizioncore loses Vice President EMEA
Is Google using KVM-based hardware virtualization?
VMware signs agreement with multiple VDI vendors for PSO assessment – UPDATED
Paper: HP Converged Infrastructure enterprise reference architecture for client virtualization
Microsoft releases Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 3.0 beta 3
Paper: VMware vCenter Server 4.1 Performance and Best Practices
virtualization.info recommended sessions for VMworld 2010 – UPDATED
Citrix predicts Hyper-V will lead over Xen?
KVM now achieves 85% of bare-metal performance
Release: VMware Workstation 7.1.1 / Player 3.1.1 / ACE 2.7.1
Release: VMware CapacityIQ 1.0.4
Microsoft previews MED-V 2.0, plans a Q4 release
Vizioncore to offer VM backups instantaneous boot – UPDATED
Release: Oracle VDI 3.2
VDIworks releases its VDI client for the iPad
Hyper9 releases a cost estimator for migration to Amazon EC2
Paper: VMware Host Profiles: Technical Overview
Tool: VMware Update Manager 4.1 Sizing Estimator
VMware to announce a new networking platform and OS – UPDATED
Forrester releases VDI cost analysis of XenDesktop
Benchmark: 2500 concurrent users with vSphere 4.1 and SAP ERP 6.0
In Memoriam: Alex Vasilevsky
Parallels hires VP of Russia away from Microsoft
Release: Oracle VirtualBox 3.2.8
VMware officially confirms ESX end of life
Is Oracle preparing a big announcement for August 19?
Citrix describes the top 10 mistakes seen in desktop virtualization implementation
Visual Studio Lab Management 2010 to arrive at the end of this month
Release: Citrix XenDesktop 4.1 Service Pack 1
Release: VMware vCenter Orchestrator 4.1
Release: VMware vCenter Server Heartbeat 6.3
Release: VMware Studio 2.1
Benchmark: Over 171K concurrent users with vSphere 4.1 and Office SharePoint Server 2007
Benchmark: 100K concurrent users with Dynamics CRM 4.0 and Hyper-V 2008 R2
Release: VMware/SpringSource Hyperic 4.4
SPICE client lands on a Nokia N900
VMware loses its Global Vice President of Systems Integration and Outsourcing
Dell hires Surgent and Hyper9 founder and former CTO
Paper: Hyper Sentry: Enabling Stealthy In-context Measurement of Hypervisor Integrity
Release: Virtual Bridges VERDE 4.2
Is the new VMware per-VM licensing going to increase cost of VDI?
Citrix XenDesktop 4 SP1 is the first enterprise-ready VDI solution says Burton Group
VMware introduces VMmark 2.0 beta
PHD Virtual to introduce ESXi support in Backup
ChangeBASE extends AOK support to VMware ThinApp
Veeam has now more than 12,000 customers worldwide
Release: VMware vCenter Site Recovery Manager 4.1
Paper: Planning, Implementing and Supporting SQL Server Virtualization with Windows Server 2008 R2 Hyper-V and Live Migration
Pancetera secures $5M in Round A funding
Citrix will lead the desktop virtualization market says Morgan Stanley
Citrix announces Q2 2010 earnings, only 1/3 of XenDesktop customers use ESX now
Quest acquires Surgent
Dell and HP to resell Oracle VM
Microsoft releases Linux Integrated Services 2.1 for Hyper-V
VMware validates end-to-end FCoE configuration from Cisco and NetApp
Linux Professional Institute launches Virtualization and High Availability exam
Storage vMotion vs SAN Replication
Virtual Computer appoints its SVP of Marketing
VMware to release an antivirus framework, partners with TrendMicro
VMware revamps its security offering, prepares security for the cloud
Quest/Vizioncore releases a free SCOM management pack for VMware
Release: VKernel Chargeback 2.0
Convirture releases ConVirt 2.0 Enterprise Edition
After Microsoft, VMware too lines up the channel
Citrix, Juniper, HP, Yahoo and Nicira on the future on networking in virtual infrastructures
VMware VDI market share down to 39% in three years, Citrix up to 50% says Goldman Sachs
NIST publishes a draft Guide to Security for Full Virtualization Technologies
VMTurbo unveils its capacity management solution for vSphere – UPDATED
Pancetera unveils its storage management and optimization technology for vSphere
VMware still very skeptical about the maturity of VDI
VMware announces Q2 2010 earnings
Demand Technology Software extends Performance Sentry support to vSphere
Paper: Enhanced VMware ESX 4.1 CPU Scheduler
Spiceworks 5.0 to support Hyper-V
Service Pack 1 for Windows Server 2008 R2 won’t hit the market before H1 2011
CA relaunches its virtualization portfolio, hires former Director at VMware
Release: PHD Virtual Backup for VMware 4.0-4
Paper: The Design and Evaluation of a Practical System for Fault-Tolerant Virtual Machines
VMware’s Memory Compression soon available for other hypervisors?
Symantec announces Workspace Virtualization 6.3 beta
Paper: Understanding Memory Resource Management in VMware ESX 4.1
Training: Vyatta offers a free networking course for VMware and Citrix customers
Microsoft to offer a 20% deal on virtualization for partners in October
Cisco UCS vs HP Matrix – 6 months later
Oracle turns Sun Ray into a VMware View client
Liquidware Labs partners with Dell
SPEC releases the first standard benchmark for hardware and OS virtualization – UPDATED
Veeam launches Monitor 5.0 beta
Release: Kaviza VDI-in-a-box 3.0
Release: 5nine Virtual Firewall 2.0 for Hyper-V
HyTrust partners with Catbird
ToutVirtual signs an OEM agreement with Symantec
Parallels CEO launches a Russian venture capital fund
VMware to adopt a per-VM pricing model starting September 1st
VMware to change the vSphere architecture significantly
Release: VMware vSphere 4.1
Microsoft explains Hyper-V Dynamic Memory
VKernel recognizes that VMware is more a competitor than a partner
Training: Citrix announces CCEE and CCIA certifications for virtualization
Paper: Technical Guide to Application Delivery Options for XenApp and/or XenDesktop
Service Pack 1 beta for Windows Server 2008 R2 officially out, NVIDIA enters the server market
Microsoft announces Self-Service Portal 2.0 for Virtual Machine Manager
Microsoft on-premises Azure will be a IaaS cloud too
Release: Quest/Vizioncore vOptimizer 3.0
SPICE 1.0 won’t appear before H2 2011, non-x86 architectures support planned
VMworld 2010 sessions published. A few recommendations.
VMware will announce vSphere 4.1 on July 13
First details about Hyper-V 3.0 appear online
VMware Client Virtualization Platform indefinitely postponed?
Announcing cloudcomputing.info
Xen Cloud Platform reaches version 0.5
Release: Quest/Vizioncore vConverter 5.0
Tool: iXen for iPad
Deskton loses its Vice President of Strategy
RingCube achieves interoperability certification for vDesk
Ericom announces full support for Microsoft RemoteFX
CIRBA partners with Hitachi
NetApp sponsors virtualization.info Rent-A-Lab
VMware relaunches acquired EMC Ionix products: Configuration Manager, Application Discovery Manager, Service Manager
Arkeia Software extends Network Backup support to VMware vSphere
Red Hat Enterprise Linux 6 reaches beta 2 phase
Citrix releases the XenDesktop Design Handbook
Citrix hires Chief Virtualization Evangelist away from SAP
Dell loses another Data Center Virtualization Practice Executive
VMware appoints a new SVP and GM for Americas
VMware adds more features to its GO management portal for SMBs
VMware hires SVP of Virtualization away from Citi
Lecture at VirtualDays 2010
Citrix to release XenServer with distributed virtual switching technology
Red Hat CEO: RHEV will leapfrog vSphere like RHEL leapfrogged Solaris
Dögel IT-Management enters the application virtualization market

Release: Diskeeper V-Locity 2.0

Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 3.2.6

Release: Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization 2.2

2X releases a VMware View client on a USB stick

Parallels announces Server for Mac 4.0

Features comparison: Citrix XenDesktop vs Microsoft RDS vs Quest vWorkspace vs VMware View

Paper: Remote Desktop Virtualization Host Capacity Planning in Windows Server 2008 R2

Release: VКernel StorageVIEW 1.0

Release: Unidesk CachePoint 1.0

VMware launches two new courses: Manage and Design for Security and Transition to ESXi

Red Hat hires a new Channel Business Development for Cloud Computing

tuCloud appoints a new CTO

CA hires Andi Mann as new VP of Virtualization Product Marketing

Windows Server 2008 R2 Service Pack 1 beta starts, bits already leaked

VMware delays View 4.5 release, drops profile management bits

VMware vSphere 4.1 release imminent?

Diane Greene is back: Nimblua leaves the stealth mode and enters the IaaS cloud computing market

Live from Burton Group Catalyst Conference 2010 Europe: Day 2

Live from Burton Group Catalyst Conference 2010 Europe: Day 1

BlueLock on Amazon EC2 vs VMware vCloud

Video: Hyper-V Backup Deep Dive: A Look Under the Hood

Microsoft works on power saving through virtual machines and live migration

VMware hires a new Vice President and Federal Chief Cloud Executive

VMware answers to Microsoft on its OEM agreement with Novell

VMware start evangelizing about capacity management, finally

VMware shows the new Storage I/O Control feature of vSphere 4.1

Stratus Technologies pays $50K if Tier 1 applications have a fault on vSphere virtual machines

Release: Spoon Server 2010

Release: Eucalyptus Systems Eucalyptus 2.0

Release: VM6 Software VMex 2.1

The attack of the (KVM virtualization platforms) clones begins

Cisco selects virtualization.info Rent-A-Lab for all its UCS European road shows and bootcamps

EMC buys additional $6.2M of VMware shares

HP includes Enomaly ECP in its cloud computing solutions for providers

Virtual Computer to release a stand-alone client hypervisor

Is Trustware shifting its focus on mobile virtualization?

MokaFive to launch a client hypervisor

Endeavors Technologies resurrects with a new Chairman

Virtual Computer releases its NxTop client hypervisor for free

How Microsoft moved to a virtualized infrastructure

Trend Micro to offer an optimized version of its antivirus for VDI

VMware launches the Automation with vSphere PowerCLI course

Microsoft RemoteFX to support generic USB redirection

VMware now offers support for developing with its SDK and APIs

Citrix publishes a XenClient proof of concept implementation guide

Chinese researchers discover a new method to improve memory performance in virtual infrastructures

IBM publishes a study on Amazon EC2 support issues and response time

Microsoft is working on a more secure architecture for Hyper-V

Is Google about to introduce application virtualization in its upcoming OS?
- Softlayer to offer Parallels Server Bare Metal virtual machines
- Release: VMware Data Recovery 1.2
- OpenNebula extends support to Deltacloud APIs
- Xen Cloud Platform reaches 0.5 Release Candidate status
- Microsoft extends Hyper-V clusters limits to 384 virtual machines per host
- Microsoft fully exposes Hyper-V Dynamic Memory
- Microsoft adds App-V patches to WSUS and Microsoft Update
- VMware to change ConfigControl name into Change Insight – UPDATED
- VMware loses its VP and GM of Desktop Business Unit – UPDATED
- VMware to acquire Engine Yard?
- HP buys Phoenix Technologies HyperCore hypervisor for $12M. Why?
- Microsoft Server App-V won’t arrive before Q2 2011
- VMware to give away Novell SLES with vSphere 4.1 – UPDATED
- VMware loses its Director of Corporate Business Development
- Release: VMware vSphere 4.0 Update 2
- Abiquo 1.6 enters beta phase
- Release: Leostream Connection Broker 6.5
- Release: Quest vEcoShell 1.2.6
- Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 3.2.4
- Live from Microsoft TechEd 2010: Day 1
- Red Hat is looking for virtualization and cloud computing acquisitions
- Performance of vSphere 4.1 features emerge: Scalable vMotion, Wide VM Numa, Memory Compression, Storage I/O Control and others
- Microsoft to publish the App-V Volume Format specification 1.0
- Citrix competitive effort now focuses on the VCE Coalition
- On the role of CMDBs in virtualization and cloud computing
- Tech: On VMware’s virtual machines density with Cisco UCS
- Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 3.2.2
- Release: VKernel Optimization Pack 1.4
- VMware and Red Hat CEOs on cloud computing
- VMware 2010 products roadmap exposed
- Vizioncore releases a free version of vFoglight
- Novell announces PlateSpin Migrate 9 / Protect 10 / Forge 3 – UPDATED
- Release: Oracle VDI 3.1.1
- Tool: Microsoft Application Virtualization Dashboard 1.0
- XenServer is the backend hypervisor in more than 50% of XenDesktop configurations
- Tool: Gamma VNC for iPad (with support for VMware Fusion)
- Hyper9 loses its founder and CTO, and a Senior R&D Scientist
- VMware loses its Vice President of Sales for ANZ Region after less than one year
- CloudShare hires a Vice President of Global Sales
- VMware vCloud Service Director to be announced at VMworld 2010
- Microsoft to further extend its VDI platform in Windows Server 8
- OpenNebula now supports VMware vCloud Express APIs
- Paper: The Impact of Virtualization on Network Performance of Amazon EC2 Data Center
- Quest to drop the Vizioncore brand
- Benchmarking a IaaS cloud computing infrastructure
- Tool: Mightycare vCOPlugIN for VMware vCenter
- Parallels and Microsoft having legal non-issues
- XenoCode changes name in Spoon
- Microsoft Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 3.0 reaches beta 2
- Gartner publishes the first Magic Quadrant for virtualization – UPDATED
Paper: XenServer Performance Monitoring for Scalability Testing

Microsoft publishes Hyper-V architecture poster

XenDesktop beats View in Burton Group’s VDI assessment, none of them is good enough

Microsoft continues to be way too vague about its cloud computing strategy

Release: VMware Workstation / Player / ACE 7.1 and Fusion 3.1

Release: Quest/Vizzioncore vRanger Pro 4.5 DPP

Release: Veeam nworks Smart Plug-in for HP Operations Manager

Fedora 13 arrives, includes several KVM enhancements

Release: DNUK Openvirt 2.0

Lanamark and Liquidware Labs competition increases

Microsoft admits that VMware has been the only choice for partners so far

VMware Server to be discontinued by June 2011?

VMware announces its newest certification: VMware Certified Advanced Professional

VMware to increase its workforce up to 25% in 2010

Release: Liquidware Labs Stratusphere 4.6

Red Hat working on a commercial version of Deltacloud

Novell previews Cloud Manager, formerly PlateSpin Atlantic

Novell loses additional PlateSpin executives

Citrix invests in PHD Virtual

Propalms enters the VDI market (for the 3th time now)

Novell announces SLES 11 Service Pack 1, introduces Xen 4.0, KVM support and Linux Integration Services for Hyper-V

VMLogix loses its Vice President of Marketing

With BlueBear out of business, Kodiak is now open source

Paper: Deploying Remote Desktop Connection Broker with High Availability

Release: Veeam Reporter 4.0

Release: Oracle VM VirtualBox 3.2

More details about Citrix XenClient internals

Open vSwitch reaches 1.0

Release: Citrix XenServer 5.6 (Essentials for XenServer no more)

Citrix partners with McAfee on security for XenDesktop, XenServer and XenClient

VMware answers to Citrix on XenClient

Red Hat Enterprise Virtualization Manager becomes open source, fails to become Linux-friendly – UPDATED

Live from Citrix Synergy 2010: Day 2

Citrix XenClient features, GA availability and strategy

Live from Citrix Synergy 2010: Day 1

EMC invites VMware to sit at its new technology advisory board

VMware slams Red Hat virtualization offering on every possible aspect

Release: CiRBA Data Center Intelligence 5.3

InstallFree secures $3.8M in Series C funding

Benchmarks: Streaming and Virtual Hosted Desktop Study: Phase 2

Cisco and EMC name ACADIA CEO, launch website

Cloud.com leaves the stealth mode and enters the IaaS cloud computing market

Kaviza launches VDI-in-a-box 3.0 beta

PHD Virtual announces Virtual Backup for XenServer, support for XenDesktop in the pipeline

VMware acquires GemStone Systems – UPDATED

Lanamark launches Suite Express beta, finally targets end-users

Microsoft changes SQL Server virtualization licensing

IBM wants KVM to become a world class hypervisor

Fortisphere officially out of business – UPDATED
Citrix loses its Group Vice President of Marketing
Samsung has monitors with PConP support – UPDATED
Paper: Post-copy live migration of (Xen) virtual machines
VMware Workstation 7.1 / Player 3.1 / ACE 2.7 and Fusion 3.1 reach Release Candidate status
Linux Integration Services 2.1 for Hyper-V reaches Release Candidate status
Microsoft releases Exam 70-669: TS: Windows Server 2008 R2, Desktop Virtualization
vSphere 4.1 features leak
Citrix to unveil XenClient 1.0 next week
VMware postpones View 4.5 launch?
VMware View beats Citrix XenDesktop on VMs density (with ESX)
tuCloud partners with Virtual Computer, Kaviza and EMC
Cisco and VMware go beyond the VCE Coalition
VMware ESX still leads the market, XenServer grows almost 300%, Hyper-V grows over 200% says IDC
VMware releases Desktop Reference Architecture Workload Simulator 1.1
After Microsoft, also Red Hat extends RHEL licensing to Amazon EC2 deployments
Oracle launches VirtualBox 3.2 beta 1
Microsoft releases Virtual Machine Servicing Tool 3.0 beta
Microsoft releases a Best Practices Analyzer for Hyper-V
Release: VKernel AppVIEW 1.0
Release: Virtual Bridges VERDE 4.0
Release: MokaFive Suite 2.8
Next version of System Center will support Server App-V, Opalis orchestration and service modeling
Red Hat drops Xen in RHEL 6.0 beta, Citrix recommends moving to Oracle Enterprise Linux – UPDATED
Release: Enomaly Elastic Computing Platform 3.2 Service Provider and High Assurance editions
Veeam to release a VMware PRO Pack for Microsoft SCVMM
Release: Hyper9 Virtual Environment Optimization 2.5
Whitepaper: Infrastructure Planning and Design Guide for Dynamic Data Centers
Microsoft releases an App-V Proof of Concept Jumpstart Kit for Office 2010
Whitepaper: vSphere 4.0 Security Hardening Guide
Citrix announces Q1 2010 earnings, XenServer market share at 11%
VMware uncertain about when VDI will become mainstream
VMware announces Q1 2010 earnings
Microsoft is evaluating CDN, hybrid cloud model and data center sandbox features for Azure
Release: Microsoft System Center Essentials 2010
Release: Microsoft Data Protection Manager 2010
Microsoft to make a major announcement tomorrow?
Microsoft extends App-V 4.6 for Remote Desktop Services support to 64bit systems
Release: Quest vWorkspaces 7.1
CloudShare announces VMs uploading from virtual data centers to its IaaS cloud – UPDATED
Teradici launches a management console for PConP devices
SPICE is now part of the freedesktop.org project
EMC buys back $9.1M of VMware shares
VMturbo leaves the stealth mode and enters the capacity management space
Tech: VMware explains PConP approach
Release: Novell ZENworks Application Virtualization 8.0
Release: Pano Logic Pano System 3.0
DynamicOps introduces support for HP Server Automation in VRM
What the VMware and Salesforce partnership is all about – UPDATED
VMware/SpringSource acquires Rabbit Technologies
VMware to launch a new training course about automation
VMware loses its Vice President and General Manager of the Americas

(The lack of) PaaS/SaaS private clouds and the VMware’s vision

VMware and Salesforce to announce partnership, VMs hosting rumored

Release: Xen 4.0 – UPDATED

Tool: xvp 1.5

Tech: Deploying XenDesktop without a SAN

Release: Oracle/Sun VirtualBox 3.1.6

Intel features Enomaly in a new IaaS cloud computing blueprint

Unidesk leaves the stealth mode and enters the VDI market

Microsoft starts explaining its approach to memory overcommit

BluePill researcher is back, with a Xen-based client hypervisor

Cisco moves Nexus 1000V outside vSphere (sort of)

Microsoft publishes Deploying Personal Virtual Desktops guides

Vizioncore hires a new EMEA Sales Director

Citrix invests in Kaviza

Release: InstallFree Bridge 2.0

Release: Microsoft MED-V 1.0 Service Pack 1

Release: Leostream Connection Broker 6.4

Parallels joins The Linux Foundation, looks for Containers integration in the kernel

MokaFive reaches almost $40 million in funding with three rounds

Citrix now officially recommends Novell PlateSpin Recon

Is Parallels working on hardware virtualization for the Apple iPad?

VMware releases ESX patch to improve performance, Project VRC rerun benchmarks

Microsoft introduces beta support for 4 vCPUs Linux VMs

Release: Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5.5

Release: Reflex Systems VMC 2.0 with vProfile

Release: RingCube vDesk 3.0

Video: Veeam SureBackup (with Recovery Verification)

Red Hat looks at application virtualization, promotes InstallFree Bridge

Red Hat launches Enterprise Virtualization 2.2 beta, includes VDI management

VMware introduces named user license in ThinApp 4.5

vSphere 4.0 Update 2 to add new HA features

Xen.org looks for more developers for Hosted Xen for Windows and Mac OS

Citrix and VMware behind the schedule with their client hypervisors

Logica no more in the VMware vCloud Express program, why?

Citrix benchmarks XenDesktop 4 VM density with leading hypervisors, reports ESX poor performance

VMware clarifies its cloud computing strategy to the channel

Red Hat CEO: VMware customers want RHEV as a parallel hypervisor

BlueLock postpones vCloud Express GA, discloses pricing – UPDATED

Why VMware doesn’t buy Teradici?

Dell announces IaaS cloud computing platform based on KVM and Eucalyptus

Release: HyTrust Appliance 2.0

Release: PHD Virtual esXpress 4.0

The importance of capacity planning continues to grow in virtual infrastructures

Details on Microsoft RemoteFX emerge – UPDATED

Release: Lanamark Suite 2010

Release: Virtual Computer NxTop 2.0

Abiquo opens US headquarters, secures $5.1M funding, announces new cloud management platform

VMware now discounting vSphere price by 50% for SMBs

Book: Administering VMware Site Recovery Manager 4.0
Microsoft details upcoming Hyper-V Dynamic Memory feature

Veeam announces SureBackup: what is it?

Release: VKernel Capacity Analyzer 4.3

Citrix pre-announces XenDesktop 4.0 Feature Pack 1

Cisco breaks VMmark record for 2 sockets systems with UCS, announces over 400 customers

Benchmarks: Microsoft VHD vs Raw Disk vs Regular File

Tool: VMware Health Check Report

VMware Labs hosts a new project: Weasel

VKernel replaces its CEO

VMware hires former Sun and IBM executives for ANZ region

VMware loses Director of Cloud Computing Product Marketing and Executive Vice President of Worldwide Marketing

Egenera replaces its Chief Financial Officer

Microsoft announces changes in desktop/server virtualization and VDI strategy – UPDATED

Release: VMware ThinApp 4.5

Core Security discovers serious security vulnerability in Virtual Server, Virtual PC

CA extends products support to Oracle Solaris Containers

Paper: Performance Assessment and Bandwidth Analysis for Delivering XenDesktop to Branch Offices

Intel Xeon 5600 CPUs reduce VMexit latency by 12% compared to Nehalem processors

Lecture at Catalyst Europe 2010

Citrix opens XenServer and Essentials 5.6 beta programs – UPDATED

Microsoft to announce new VDI offering with Calista integration? – UPDATED

VMware to embed Likewise authentication in next vSphere

Through 2012, 60% of virtualized servers will be less secure than the physical servers they replace, Gartner says

Release: VMware View 4.0.1

Citrix provides tool to migrate from Xen to XenServer and XCP

VMware focuses on databases and hires Redis founder

IBM launches KVM-based IaaS (beta) cloud for virtual lab hosting – UPDATED

The free Spiceworks now supports VMware vSphere

virtualization.info Rent-A-Lab expands to 40 servers, moves to a new location

VMware releases Workstation 7.1 and Fusion 3.1 beta

VMware loses key resources in PR and AR teams

Citrix is replicating its Essentials approach with XenApp

On VMware vShield Zones 4.0 limitations

VMware vs Microsoft on hypervisor stability and 3rd party drivers

Review: Virtual Bridges VERDE 3.0

Training: Implementing Citrix XenDesktop 4 with Microsoft Hyper-V R2

Secure Network launches the first security assessment toolkit for virtual infrastructures

Microsoft Opalis to integrate with Virtual Machine Manager in Q3

VMware gives away SpringSource application server licenses

Hyper9 launches an open source vSphere 4 simulator

Virsto Software leaves stealth mode and enters virtual storage optimization market

OVF format reaches version 1.1.0, it may become an ANSI/ISO standard

Next vSphere to introduce memory compression and I/O resource management?

Addressing network bottleneck in virtual infrastructures with 10Gbit Ethernet

Tool: vmClient

Tool: Archipel

Microsoft publishes a (beta) Infrastructure Planning and Design guide for dynamic data centers

Benchmarks: Rock Webserver on vSphere 4.0 on HP DL380 G6

Is VMware about to announce some vCloud news?
What is the Dell strategy for fabric computing?

Vizioncore surpasses 19,000 customers

Hyper-V to get memory overcommitment with the next Service Pack?

VCE Coalition publishes Vblock reference architecture and implementation guide

A look at VMware's past acquisitions

9 reasons why the whole Hyper-V vs ESX debate is a waste of time

On the many limitations of (network) virtual appliances

Release: VMware vCenter Lifecycle Manager 1.1

Release: Liquidware Labs Stratosphere 4.5.3

Tool: Microsoft NVSPBind

Microsoft to modify the VECID licensing

Oracle VM 3.0 and VirtualBox roadmaps partially disclosed

Novell vs VMware: not everything can be virtualized

VMware to increase consolidation ratio to 16 VMs/core?

EMC acquires FastScale

Citrix counts around 3,000 XenDesktop customers, already has a Receiver for the Apple iPad

Oracle details Sun merger plans – UPDATED

Pancetera to enter virtualization market with storage management for VMware

Is there any real need for application virtualization?

Cisco announces IaaS cloud offering for service providers

After SpringSource and Zimbra, VMware now looks for middleware

VMware hires Massimo Re Ferrè away from IBM

VMware, Cisco and NetApp announce Secure Multi-Tenancy architectural blueprint

VMware publishes the first draft of vSphere 4.0 Hardening Guide

Surgient changes strategy: from virtual lab automation to cloud computing implementation

Intel answers to virtualization.info on vConsolidate

Fedora 13 to simplify migration from Xen to KVM and more

Paper: Exploring Information Leakage in Third-Party Compute Clouds

virtualization.info is on Facebook too

IBM may increase competition with VMware in near future

Oracle to announce Sun merge plans next week

Is over-capacity inevitable in cloud computing?

VMware releases Python and Java open source SDKs for its vCloud APIs

Xen Cloud Platform alpha expected for early February 2010

Lanamark extends its offering to include capacity planning as a service

5nine launches Migrator for Hyper-V 1.0 beta

Microsoft integrates virtualization capabilities in System Center Essentials 2010

Microsoft helps Visual Studio 2010 developers to fully automate their labs with VM Factory

Tech: How to automatically protect new Hyper-V virtual machines with Data Protection Manager 2010

Microsoft and HP agree to jointly invest $250M over the next 3 years. For what?

VMware releases Go, a hosted web management console for ESXi

Xen 4.0 reaches Release Candidate status

VMware loses its Sr. Director of ESX R&D

VMware acquires Zimbra, but the big news is another

Release: VMware Data Recovery 1.1

Release: Virtual Computer NxTop 1.2

Microsoft launches MOF 4.0 Reliability Workbook for Hyper-V (beta)

Benchmarks: VMware vSphere and ESX 3.5 Multiprotocol Performance Comparison Using FC, iSCSI, and NFS

VMware loses its UK and Ireland Regional Director

Microsoft launches Windows Azure (without virtual machines)
Tripwire discontinues vWire – UPDATED
Parallels loses its Senior Vice President of business development – UPDATED
EMC hires Scott Lowe away from ePlus Technology
InstallFree loses its Vice President Field Marketing – UPDATED
VMware to acquire Zimbra? – UPDATED
The VMware approach to cloud computing
Does anyone care about virtualization performance in 2010?
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